Extend your business reach

Access applications on demand, at the point of need for mobility, data, voice and voice.
Deliver mission-critical communications and computing infrastructure.

Connectivity and Management Solutions

- Remote Access Services
- Mobility Deployment and Management
- Managed Security Services
- Managed Utility Computing
- Managed IT Service Management (ITSM)
- Mobility Middleware
- Data Center Operations
- Enterprise Business Continuity
- Contact Center Solutions
- ERP/CRM/eCommerce
- Email and Messaging
- Managed Hosting and Managed Data Center

Device Protection and Control

- Mobile IT Service Management (ITSM)
- Mobility Deployment and Management
- Managed Security Services
- Managed Utility Computing
- Managed IT Service Management (ITSM)
- Mobility Middleware
- Data Center Operations
- Enterprise Business Continuity
- Contact Center Solutions
- ERP/CRM/eCommerce
- Email and Messaging
- Managed Hosting and Managed Data Center

Industry-specific application solutions

AT&T understands the unique challenges faced by leaders in today’s competitive petrochemical industry. The demands to improve supply and demand balances and increase business velocity have never been greater. AT&T offers a comprehensive suite of business solutions designed to meet the needs of these organisations in the petrochemical industry – from crude oil to refinery to processing and distribution.

Increase business velocity with industry-specific application solutions.

Your World. Delivered.

To learn more about AT&T solutions for business, go to att.com/builtforbusiness
Increase business velocity with petrochemical business solutions from AT&T

**UPSTREAM AND REFINERY PROCESS**

1. Field Service Automation: Loci and devices enable technicians to remotely monitor production, anticipate maintenance needs, and reduce non-compliance.
2. Mobile Workforce Management: Mobile solutions and IoT help optimize workforce management, reducing dispatch errors and improving productivity.
3. Mobile Reporting and End-to-End Data Visibility: End-to-end data visibility with end-to-end data visibility for enhanced compliance and operational excellence.
4. Mobile Production Applications: Mobile apps enable real-time workforce data collection, reducing time spent on data entry.
5. Mobile Emergency Response: Precise location and high bandwidth, giving first responders the tools needed to save lives.
6. Mobile Inventory / RFID Solutions: Efficiently track, manage, and locate inventory across the lifecycle, improving visibility and reducing theft.

**MIDSTREAM**

7. Mobile Reporting and End-to-End Data Visibility: End-to-end data visibility for enhanced compliance and operational excellence.
8. Mobile Production Applications: Mobile apps enable real-time workforce data collection, reducing time spent on data entry.
9. Mobile Emergency Response: Precise location and high bandwidth, giving first responders the tools needed to save lives.
10. Mobile Inventory / RFID Solutions: Efficiently track, manage, and locate inventory across the lifecycle, improving visibility and reducing theft.

**DOWNSTREAM**

11. Mobile Access to CRM / Sales Force Automation: Mobile apps streamline order processing, sales logging, and simplify contact management.
12. Mobile Workforce and Field Management: Mobile apps improve operational efficiency by providing real-time information on sales, inventory, dispatching, and data collection.
13. Mobile Access to MRO / Field Service Management: Mobile apps optimize equipment maintenance and logistical requirements.
14. Mobile Reporting and End-to-End Data Visibility: End-to-end data visibility for enhanced compliance and operational excellence.

**ACROSS THE ECOSYSTEM**

15. Mobile Access to CRM / Sales Force Automation: Mobile apps streamline order processing, sales logging, and simplify contact management.
16. Mobile Workforce and Field Management: Mobile apps improve operational efficiency by providing real-time information on sales, inventory, dispatching, and data collection.
17. Mobile Access to MRO / Field Service Management: Mobile apps optimize equipment maintenance and logistical requirements.
18. Mobile Reporting and End-to-End Data Visibility: End-to-end data visibility for enhanced compliance and operational excellence.